
DATA ANALYSIS
Week 5: Midterm 1 review!



today’s agenda

midterm 1 format

correlations contd.

conceptual + computational review 

questions



midterm 1 format 

- in-class conceptual (on Canvas): 40% of first midterm grade

- multiple choice, matching, short answer (quiz-like)

- one help sheet + one formula sheet (on Canvas) + blank paper

- closed book

- very similar to practice quiz on Canvas! 

- take-home computational: 60% of first midterm grade

- short-answer + data analysis (problem set and worksheet like)

- very similar to review activity on Canvas!

- submissions will involve: (1) PDF of solution sheet + (2) downloaded worksheet

- open book but NOT open person



canvas walkthrough



correlations recap

- when data are not interval/ratio, Pearson’s r is not appropriate 

- other alternatives exist

- both variables ordinal: spearman’s rho

- one variable dichotomous (binomial): point biserial 

- both variables dichotomous: phi

- all alternatives are simply variations/extensions of Pearson’s r



spearman’s rho

- typically used for ordinal scales, non-linear 
relationships, or when outliers may need to be 
included

- uses ranks / ordering of scores instead of the 
raw scores themselves

- Pearson’s r may underestimate the 
relationship but ranks may reveal a strong 
relationship

- if r is higher than rho, that typically means 
there is more of a linear trend in the data OR 
there are outliers that are exaggerating the 
pattern



example

- a set of scores

- we first calculate Pearson’s r 

=CORREL(X,Y)

- then we compute ranks 

- lowest numbers get lower ranks

- compute the pearson’s r for ranks! 

=CORREL(rank_x, rank_y) 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1TfT51ACtNjnOdn36NYwnhiqYmlGZajTDdxhgPk-sGXk/edit?usp=sharing


activity: calculate spearman’s rho

- calculate the correlation between 

two items from the statistics 

survey from class

- sheet (fake data)

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1TfT51ACtNjnOdn36NYwnhiqYmlGZajTDdxhgPk-sGXk/edit?usp=sharing


activity: calculate spearman’s rho



spearman’s rho: handling ties

- when two or more scores are the same, 

their ranks are the average of the ranks 

they would have gotten if the scores were 

different
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spearman’s rho: handling ties

- when two or more scores are the same, 

their ranks are the average of the ranks 

they would have gotten if the scores were 

different

- proceed as before: Pearson correlation 

for the ranks instead of raw scores



point biserial and phi

- similar idea as Pearson’s r but now our 

variables are not interval/ratio

- just converting the dichotomous variable to 

0/1 numeric representations

- point biserial : one variable dichotomous 

- phi : both variables dichotomous

- convert to numeric representations

- proceed as before



point biserial and phi

- similar idea as Pearson’s r but now our 

variables are not interval/ratio

- just converting the dichotomous variable to 

0/1 numeric representations

- point biserial : one variable dichotomous 

- phi : both variables dichotomous

- convert to numeric representations

- proceed as before



review: key concepts

frequency distributions

mean / median / mode

variance and standard deviation

z-scores

correlation

regression

assessing model fit



conceptual review

- questions to answer for each concept:

- what is it? 

- how do we calculate/obtain it? 

- what information does it give us beyond raw scores?

- discuss with your partner

- come back and ask questions!



practice quiz questions

- choose the appropriate statistic from: percentile rank, median, mode, mean, correlation 

coefficient, range, regression, histogram, z-scores, polygon, standard deviation, 

scatterplot, variance
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practice quiz questions

- choose the appropriate statistic from: percentile rank, median, mode, mean, correlation 

coefficient, range, regression, histogram, z-scores, polygon, standard deviation, 

scatterplot, variance



computational review

- walk through review activity data



next time

- before class

- try: practice quiz + review activity

- attend: office hours with questions!!

- during class

- midterm 1


